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Important Dates 

July  2—9     Office Closed 

Aug 2—16    Office Closed 

Sept 9  Steering Committee Mtg 

Sept 16  Trauma Informed 
 Wksp—Brandon 

Sept 17—20   NPP Facilitator                   
 Training—Rivers 

Sept 26     Trauma Informed 
 Wksp—Wpg—FULL 

Oct 1-4    NPP Facilitator                   
 Training—WPG 

Oct 11  Engaging Dads Wksp—
 Wpg 

Oct  24  NPP Facilitator                         
 Refresher—Wpg 

A Summer Newsletter 

for NPP Facilitators  
Summer Greetings from NPP Provincial Coordinator 

For this summer newsletter, I wanted to reflect on 
why we do what we do.  This is a reminder for you!  
 
Nobody’s Perfect is effective for PARENTS 
Nobody’s Perfect (NPP) has proven to be an effective                          
program for parents who have limited access to  parenting 
programs and support. Several major  evaluation and impact 
studies have found that  parents who participate in a NP                        

program feel less isolated, are more resourceful and have increased ability to cope with stress 
and deal with problems . 
  
Nobody’s Perfect is effective for FACILITATORS 
Facilitators find that the skills and insights they develop working with NPP are helpful in other 
areas of their lives and careers. Facilitator Training builds skills and confidence and facilitators 
find it to be a valuable resource. Many facilitators report that the skills they learn through NPP 
have an impact on their work and their daily life. 
  
Nobody’s Perfect is effective for COMMUNITIES 
Through participation, parents learn about and seek out other resources and supports in their 
community. They also get to know and trust other parents and begin to build support networks 
that strengthen individuals and communities. ( adapted from: Nobody’s Perfect Parenting Program: Overview – Fact 

sheet - Public Health Agency of Canada) 

Facilitators are adapting NPP for their community!   
This past year we have trained many people from Jordan’s Principle and new First Nation                     
Organizations!  
 

“I'm very pleased with how adding in the Indigenous teachings deepened conversation and                                  
reinforced the abilities and strengths within our parents.”                           - facilitator 

 
“Including Residential Schools and Traditional views on parenting opened up a huge amount of deep, 

meaningful discussion that has had a huge impact on how they saw their families (both how they were 
raised and how they are raising their children).  It was incredibly powerful.”                               - facilitator 
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“I loved doing " Nobody's Perfect''. 

Carmen's support was amazing 

and it gave me the confidence to 

go ahead and deliver the course. 

Thank You. “  -Facilitator 

FUN FACT:  38 NPP Manitoba provincial facilitators completed a survey on what they need for support.   

Based on the responses, 70% of them wanted to attend a Refresher. and  over 70 % wanted information on 

being Trauma Informed. This survey will act as a guide for future planning!  
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Comments from SC  Meeting –

Reflection Activity: 

Members were asked to pick a postcard and 

write a reflection on what Nobody’s Perfect 

meant to them or any other thoughts on the 

future of the program. 

I consistently hear from organizations 

that NPP is accessible, and relatable for 

all families they serve ie) Newcomers, 

Indigenous 

Parents learn what they need to help in 

daily life and connect with each other 

Steering committee keeps my agency ‘in 

the know’ about important topics and 

trends in parenting programming and 

facilitation 

I am super grateful for you Carmen!  

And how much you are trailblazing 

which is why I picked this card!  I am 

also grateful that ‘Nobody’s Perfect’ is 

so culturally safe and trauma informed.  

What a great program!!  

Slow & steady makes progress! 

Impressed by the innovation and                   

forward thinking being brought toward 

programming, facilitation and helping 

communities 

Appreciate refreshers and keeping NP 

‘alive’.  Many programs provide training 

without follow up & continued                         

professional development and then 

these programs sometimes fade away  

Parents appreciate the ability to share, 

and be open with other parents. It’s far 

reaching potential to support families  

Nobody’s Perfect enables us to connect 

with diverse parents and make                   

partnerships with other agencies 

 It’s amazing the support, trust &                 

professional development for the                

facilitators, &, at the end, reach                

families. The activities we use to get the 

message to parents are so engaging.  

There is always too much fun & learning 

in a supportive environment, no judging, 

blaming.  Trust empowers parents to do 

their best.  Thanks NPP.   

Unique ideas   Big-deep brainstorming 

Great partnerships     Soaring to new        

strengths  

 

 

 

 

NPP Manitoba Steering Committee 

The Steering Committee met a few weeks ago and identified some                
priorities for NPP Manitoba to focus on in 2019—2020.   

The goals are: Building Capacity of others, NPP Trainer Support/
Development, NPP Facilitator Support/Development and Engaging in 
Community.   

We will accomplish these goals and knowledge sharing by offering another My Tween and Me                
Facilitator Training, an Engaging Dads Workshop, plan a Full day Conference, offer Trauma                       
Informed Workshops, continue with NPP Facilitator refreshers/webinars and hold a NPP Trainer 
team meeting. We will also plan for another Super Dads = Super Kids Family Fun day and reach to 
organizations in the North to partner to bring us up to offer similar workshops there.   This of course 
is on top of our regular NPP facilitator training and promotion of the program within the province.   

     Our next meeting is on Monday September 9th at 1:15 pm at Youville Centre (33 Marion St).                                  
    All are welcome!  

PHAC (Public Health Agency of Canada) NPP National 
News 
Families Canada brings to us the new translated Nobody’s 
Perfect Parent Kits!  We are pleased to offer the Nobody’s 
Perfect parent kits in four additional languages: Spanish,  
Simplified Chinese, Arabic and Punjabi! The Ontario                   
Trillium Foundation has funded the translation of these                  
parent kits, as part an ongoing project. Families Canada is the 
sole publisher and distributor of the Public Health Agency of 
Canada’s Nobody’s Perfect parent kits in Canada.   

To order yours, click here 

Jess  - NPP Trainer 

 ”The Trainers made the                  
learning fun and relevant.  

They had great  confidence in 
us, which allowed us to build 

our confidence.”  - newly 
trained facilitator 

 
“Thank you for everything.  It 
was a pleasure to learn in this 

friendly environment where 
people respect and help each 

other”                                                                  
– newly trained facilitator 
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FUN FACT: 

NPP Manitoba had double the amount of fathers attending NPP programs than the 
National average in 2018—2019!  

 

Over the past year, NPP Manitoba worked                                   
collaboratively with Dad Central Canada to                   
create a series of 10 parenting tip sheets for                            
fathers on a variety of topics such as the                          
experience of being a new dad, father’s role in play 
and exploration, bullying, screen time, self-esteem 
and single or step parenting.  These tip sheets 
were developed for PHAC  by mobilizing our                                    
extensive network of fathers and community                             
organizations to ensure the tip sheets addressed 
the topics most relevant to both fathers and                        
children.  

The release of these tip sheets were launched by 
Dr. Tam, Canada's Chief Public Health Officer at 
the Side By Side National Dad Central Canada 
Conference in Ottawa.   

These can be found at: www.canada.ca/en/public-
health/services/health-promotion/childhood-
adolescence/publications/nobody-perfect-
parenting-sheets.html#fathers  

NPP Manitoba co- created the NEW Nobody’s Perfect  Tip Sheets for Fathers!  

Our next meeting is on Monday September 9th at 1:15 pm at Youville Centre (33 Marion St).                                     

Our Coordinator was on the National 2019 Dad Central                              
Canada Conference committee. The Side by Side: Fatherhood 
Matters in the Early Years conference was held in Ottawa.   

NPP Coordinator also co-presented at the conference on the 
Dads engaging Dads project with Saskatchewan Prevention 
Institute (NPP Sask) and National Lead from PHAC Ottawa. 
Each project utilized peer fathers to recruit and help facilitate 
Nobody’s Perfect Dads groups and are now creating a                             
collaborative network to promote knowledge sharing among 
program facilitators and their agencies. They also facilitated an 
interactive session full of concrete ideas and activities to use 
within Nobody’s Perfect parenting groups. Through the power 
of play and innovative practices of group facilitation, workshop 
participants became familiar with the revised Nobody’s Perfect 
materials and left revitalized with practical activities and                   

adaptation tools that they can use in their communities.                            
Participants discovered that when fathers are involved and 
supported by one another, they are more likely to be engaged 
and motivated to learn.  They also left with a set of the newly 
developed father focused NPP tip sheets!   

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Stay tuned for our fall Engaging Dads Workshop on 
October 11th at Youville Centre (St. Vital)  

Dad Central and NPP Manitoba present at National Conference in Feb! 

  

Carmen -NPP Manitoba,    Dr. Tam -PHAC,    Brian -DC Canada 
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“To catch the reader's attention, place an interesting sentence or quote from the 
story here.” 

“I found the dads were able to deeply explore what they are experiencing in their families and 
communities.  There was a significant shift in how close the dads became to one another and how 

open they became with each other.”            – facilitator 

Balloon juggle 
Objective: to have participants understand how accumulated 
stress leads to difficulty focusing on one thing, at the same time, 
helping to alleviate stress by deep breathing 

Materials:  Balloons  

Learning Activity: 

Brainstorm a list of daily stressors people have  

Hand out balloons and invite participants to take a few long 
deep breaths in and out.  

Now blow up the balloon and pick one of the stressors off of the 
list and write it on the balloon. 

Now as a group, adding one at a time, your task is to keep your 
balloons in the air. Give a few minutes for this. 

Now, put your balloon on your chair and sit down! 

Debrief: 

What happened to the balloons once all where in the air 

What is it easier or harder the more balloons were added? 

How did you feel before you blew up the balloon? How did you 
feel when the all of the balloons were up in the air?  How did you 
feel when you popped your balloon? 

What stood out for you doing this activity?  How or why could 
you do this with your children? 

Here is a great resource one of our facilitators shared that could 
be used with parents, then they take it home to use with their 
children!  The exercises are available on a series of printable 
cards so that you can print them out and laminate them.  

“Breathing has to be the handiest tool we can gift our child for 
their managing emotions toolkit, after all your breath goes                        
everywhere with you! Teaching children to breathe provides them 
with a simple but effective strategy for slowing down, both                        
mentally and physically, helping them to take notice of how 
they’re feeling and to relax or calm down in the face of                                            
overwhelming emotions.” https://childhood101.com/fun-
breathing-exercises-for-kids/  

Cast off your Stress—Check In 

Objective: To help relieve stress. Often we bring our “garbage” or daily                     
frustrations and irritations to the group. Because they may interfere 
with our learning, it is important that we be able to identify and                   
discard them, at least temporarily. 

Materials: 

Pieces of paper or newspaper and a recycling bin 

Learning Activity: 

Hand out newspaper to participants and place the recycling bin at the 
front of the room 

Ask them to imagine that the paper represents their “garbage” for 
today.   

Encourage them to deal with their garbage by ripping or crumpling 

their paper and then throw it into the recycling bin from where they 
are.  If they miss, they will have to go and pick it up and try again 

When everyone has put the recycling in the bin, put the bin outside of 
the room. (they can take it with them when they leave if they wish )  

Debrief: 

Ask what did they notice when the activity started. What was                      
happening in the room?  Ask how they felt when they were thinking 
of their daily stressors. How did they feel after they threw their paper 
away?  What are they aware of?  How can they use this in other parts 
of their day? 

 

Facilitator Corner—Stress Activities 

Please note that these activities are adaptations of ones people have shared with me and ones I have learned at                       

other workshops over the years, not knowing the origins of most of them I cannot properly credit the authors. 

NPP Parent tip sheets on stress to download: (but check out all the   

PARENTS themed tip sheets!)                                     Handling stress                                                         

                                             Fatherhood in special circumstances 
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Partner Agency Networking 

 Check out the Summer                                       

Newsletter from the Mosaic 
Newcomer Family Resource 
Network on www.mosaicnet.ca   

 Prevent It! workshop at SWFIC. 
(South Winnipeg Family Infor-
mation Centre)Little Warriors 
invites you to Take Action and 
attend a FREE Prevent It!                   
workshop in your community to 
learn how to protect your                     
children or children in your      
organization from child sexual 
abuse. The workshop is free and 
open to anyone, including                   
service providers and parents. 
We also have a Summer Drop In 
schedule for families. Check: 
www.swfic.org or call: 
204.284.9311 

 Youville Centre is recruiting for a 

new project for a diabetes                  
research study ' Facing Diabetes 
with  Mindfulness and Self-
Compassion'.  They are   looking 
to recruit young adults (18-25 
years old) living with Type 1 
diabetes. Participants in this 
study will learn techniques that 
may help build on their existing 
coping skills for handling stress 
and difficult emotions while 
managing blood sugars with 
greater ease.  Know of anyone 
Contact Priya Sharma , Project 
Coordinator                       
Email:  psharma@youville.ca  
Cell Phone:   204-794-3520  

 

 

  

Nobody’s Perfect facilitation uses a trauma                      
informed practice.   

In May a workshop by Jean MacKinnon, M.A., B.A., B.S.L. CCPA  from Aulneau Renewal  
Centre was developed for NPP Facilitators based on prior survey results requesting one.  This 
workshop quickly became full and 2 more were added for September.  The one in                   
Winnipeg is again full, but our room is larger in Brandon, so there is still space and we have 
opened it up to the general community who work with groups and families!   

At the workshop, we  learned how to create a safe space for ourselves & our participants as a 
program facilitator.  We were able to see that Nobody’s Perfect has always been a Trauma 
Informed program.  Our approach is holistic and culturally sensitive. It emphasizes safety, 
choice, collaboration, connection and empowerment.  But, at the workshop we also: 

 Gained knowledge of the roots and impact of trauma  

 Learned keys to helping reduce trauma triggers and create safety for trauma-impacted 
participants in your setting 

 Became aware of symptoms of trauma and compassion fatigue and explored strategies 
to reduce these  

 

Are you a Trauma Informed Facilitator? 

Come to our workshop in Brandon on  

MONDAY SEPTEMBER 16TH  

Riverbank Discovery Centre 

545 Conservation Dr 

$95.  (includes light lunch)  

 REGISTER HERE or email: info@nobodysperfect.ca   
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Carmen Paterson-Payne 
Provincial Coordinator & 

Master Trainer                         
Nobody’s Perfect Parenting 

Manitoba 

Email:carmen@youville.ca          
       

Office|Cell: 204.231.3208     

Youville Centre   

33 Marion St 

Winnipeg, MB R2H 0S8 

www.nobodysperfect.ca 

 

Located on Treaty #1 Territory and the 

homeland of the Métis Nation. 

           

Upcoming Events 

 

Sept 16  Trauma Informed Wksp—Brandon 

Sept 17—20      NPP Facilitator Training—Rivers 

Sept 26      Trauma Informed Wksp—Wpg—FULL 

 

Oct 1-4   NPP Facilitator  Training—WPG 

Oct 11   Engaging Dads Wksp—Wpg 

Oct  24   NPP Facilitator Refresher—Wpg 

 

November—dates TBA My Tween and Me Facilitator 
    Training—Wpg 

 

Stay tuned on our website—Manitoba page, facilitator                
workshops tab  for more information regarding  other                       

workshops and trainings.  

Enjoy your summer!  

“I would say the greatest Success 

was the impact this program made 

on the participants and the impact it 

has on the community. There was 

nothing but positive feedback from 

the individuals and some said they 

looked forward to attending the 

class every week as it was a "day 

out" for them.  Running this program 

in a family resource center made it a 

safe and comfortable place for                

participants to voice their concerns 

and problems when it comes to                   

parenting and everyday life.”

        - facilitator  

Thank you again for helping to create stronger Manitoba                        

Families by being a NPP Facilitator! 

           Carmen Paterson-Payne


